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Zero lag is a new concept in 
adaptive technical analysis. This 
technique has resulted in an 
effective indicator. 

EasyLanguagE for ThE ZEro-Lag Trading sTraTEgy

Inputs:
Length(20),
GainLimit(50),
Thresh(1);

Vars:
alpha(0),
Gain(0),
BestGain(0),
EC(0),
Error(0),
LeastError(0),
EMA(0);

alpha = 2 / (Length + 1);
EMA = alpha*Close + (1 - alpha)*EMA[1];
LeastError = 1000000;
For Value1 = -GainLimit to GainLimit Begin

Gain = Value1 / 10;
 EC = alpha*(EMA + Gain*(Close - EC[1])) + (1 - 
alpha)*EC[1];

Error = Close - EC;
If AbsValue(Error) < LeastError Then Begin

LeastError = AbsValue(Error);
BestGain = Gain;

 End;
End;
EC = alpha*(EMA + BestGain*(Close - EC[1])) + (1 - 
alpha)*EC[1];

If EC Crosses Over EMA and 100*LeastError / Close > 
Thresh Then Buy Next Bar on Open;
If EC Crosses Under EMA and 100*LeastError / Close 
> Thresh Then Sell Short Next Bar on Open;

TRADING SYSTEMS

amount of error, varying gain from the lower gain limit to the 
upper gain limit. When a lower error is computed, the values 
of best gain and least error are recorded. 
 Once the loop has completed its work, the “BestGain” value 
is used to compute the EC indicator. Then both the ema and 
EC are plotted on the chart.
 It is good practice to test indicators on theoretical waveforms 
to see if they behave as expected. For example, the zero-lag 
indicator response to a step function is shown in Figure 1 where 
the Sma length is set to 12 and the gain limit is set to 50. In 
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figurE 1: ZEro Lag Ec (yELLow) and Ema (rEd) rEsponsE To a sTEp 
funcTion. The SMA length is set to 12 and the gain limit is set to 50. Note that the 
EC indicator line has significantly faster rise and fall times than the EMA. 

figurE 2: Ec and Ema rEsponding To a ThrEE-cycLE bursT of wavEs 
ThaT arE 20 bars Long. The zero-lag indicator inputs are set to a SMA length of 
12 and a gain limit of 50. The zero-lag indicator provides reliable crossover signals.

Figure 1, we see that the EC indicator line has significantly 
faster rise and fall times than the ema. In addition, there are 
no transient overshoots, which are usually associated with 
more complicated indicators.
 Another stress test observes how the indicator responds to a 
short burst of waves. This test assesses how the indicator will 
respond to wave-like transients in the data. Figure 2 shows the 
EC and ema lines responding to a three-cycle burst of waves 
that are 20 bars long. The zero-lag indicator inputs are again 
set to a Sma length of 12 and a gain limit of 50. Not only are 
there no significant transients, but we can also consider the 
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